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1. What is German Style MMP?



Universe of Electoral Systems

Source: Electoral System Design: The New International IDEA Handbook, Chapter 2



What Traditions have been around in before?

Weimar Republic (1918-1933) – first parliamentary democracy 
• Electoral System: 2-tiered PR system

• 36 (primary) electoral districts: local threshold (30k votes)
• 16 (secondary) electoral districts, which combine wasted votes of the first tier:  threshold (60k 

votes)
• Fragmented party system, unstable governments

Nazi Era & World War II (1933-1945)
• No parties = no elections

Post World War II  – first free election after the war (14 August 1949) 
• Party system similar to Weimar 
• MMP system (but vote only) with 242 electoral districts
• 5% threshold on state level (11 states)
• Since 1953, use of two-vote ballot and 5% threshold on national level



Germany‘s Mixed Member Proportional 
(MMP) System

• Mixed electoral systems attempt to combine the positive attributes of 
both plurality and PR electoral systems. 

• The votes cast by the same voters contribute to the election of MPs 
under both systems: 

(1) single-member district system (nominal tier)

(2) List PR system (PR tier). 

• The results of the two types of election are linked, with seat 
allocations at the PR tier compensating for (some) disproportionality 
that arises in nominal tier. 



Layout of Two-Vote Ballot
of Germany’s MMP system

Source: From district 253 (Berlin-Zehlendorf-Steglitz), 1998



Mixed-Member Proportional (MMP) System

• Mixed‐member systems have been largely successful thus far; they 
appear to be more likely than most other electoral systems to 
generate two‐bloc party systems, without reducing minor parties to 
insignificance

• In addition, they are more likely than any other class of electoral 
system simultaneously to generate local accountability (candidate 
vote) and a nationally oriented party system (party-list vote). 



2. How does MMP 
operate in Germany?



(1) Election Results Germany



(2) Composition of Legislature (Bundestag)

(3) Composition 
of Coalition 
Governments



Election Outcome 2017

Source: tagesschau.de
Seats in Parliament

Winning Parties in 299 Districts (Candidate Vote)Vote Share (Party-List Vote)



Advantages and Disadvantages of MMP

• MMP retains the proportionality benefits of PR systems 
• Allows parties to put up multiracial, multi-ethnic, & female lists of candidates
• the inclusion of all significant groups in the legislature can be a essential condition for 

democratic consolidation

• MMP  also ensures that elected representatives are linked to geographical 
districts. 
• Voters have opportunity to determine the candidate who will best represent them, and their 

district. 

• If voters have two votes—one for the party and one for their local 
representative—it is not always understood that the the party-list vote is decisive 
in determining the overall allocation of seats in the legislature. 

• MMP might create two classes of legislators—one group primarily responsible 
and beholden to a constituency, and another from the national party list without 
geographical ties and beholden to the party. 
• This may have implications for the cohesiveness of groups of elected party representatives.



3. Other Structures 
Facilitating Multiparty 

Democracy



Other Structures Facilitating Multiparty Democracy

(1) Political parties are recognized as relevant actors in constitution
Political parties shall participate in the formation of the political will of the people. They may be 
freely established. Their internal organization must conform to democratic principles. They must 
publicly account for their assets and for the sources and use of their funds (Art.21,1)

• public funding of political parties (beyond membership fees and donations)
• Fixed cap of yearly tax money to support political parties
• proportional to vote shares (> 0.5% or 1%) in federal, state and European elections 

• establishment of state-subsidized political foundation (close to parties)
• general political information & political education
• training of volunteers 
• Support for democracy building (in co-operation with partners around the world).



Other Structures Facilitating Multiparty Democracy

(2) German Federalism – 16 States

• Upper House (Bundesrat), 69 Seats
• participates in legislation alongside the Bundestag

• can veto laws which affect state competences or constitutional changes

• Composed of Delegates of State Governments
• Each state delegation has at least three to six votes, depending on states‘ size

• All of a state's votes have to be cast en bloc—either for or against or in 
abstention of a proposal. 



4. Current Reform Ideas



Currently Discussed Reform Ideas in Germany

• Reduce size of parliament (less nominal districts)

• Concentration of national and state-level elections

• Legislative term (increase from currently 4 years to 5 years)

• Online consultation of legislative proposals (public can voice opinion)



Thank you for your attention!


